Jeep liberty rear window problems

It was in production for 10 years from the year until the year When it was replaced in , the Jeep
Cherokee took over. The Cherokee had been what the Liberty was called in markets outside of
North America. Arguably that means the Liberty is still in production, but now it is just known as
the Jeep Cherokee. In terms of the Liberty itself, you can still get used ones on the market from
the 10 years it was in production. Sales for the Jeep Liberty were moderate, and rarely cracked ,
units per year when they were in production. The Liberty was fairly popular in its day, but it was
not without its problems as well. If you're interested in picking up a used Liberty for yourself,
it's good to be familiar with the problems that the various model years were faced with.
Unfortunately, the model year of the Jeep Liberty had a number of issues right out of the gate
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration logged hundreds of complaints relating to
seatbelt and airbag problems. There were problems with people getting into accidents and the
airbags not deploying, and other times the airbags deployed for no reason. Based on the
NHTSA reviews there were 78 injuries and two deaths related to this problem as well as 55
crashes into fires. This is a very serious issue and should definitely give you pause before
considering looking into a Liberty. There have been 14 recalls issued for the Jeep Liberty. Some
of them were remarkably extensive and dealt with very serious issues. The inadvertent airbag
deployment was something that had a recall associated with it and affected just over
three-quarters of a million vehicles. There was also recall because of post-collision fire after
rear impact. A fuel leak could have led to a fire and this led to the recall of over 1. There was a
second recall issued for the airbag deployment issue that covers just under three-quarters of a
million vehicles as well. Another recall affected just over , vehicles relating to a problem with
the front lower ball joints. That could have led to a loss of steering control and increased
accident risks. The rear crash test rating was actually poor while the rest was just marginal
overall. It would be in your best interests to avoid this model year if possible. In one of the main
issues relating to problems with a Liberty was the lower ball joints in the front suspension. The
NHTSA logs hundreds of complaints about this and there is reportedly one death related to it as
well. Some drivers experienced issues with the ball joint snapping causing the control arm to
break which made them lose control of the vehicle. The same rear end collision issue was
prevalent in this model year which related to fuel leaks as a result of collisions. Many drivers
also expressed a problem with window regulator failure. This was a recurring issue with the
number of vehicles in which the window would either only have open or closed and the motor
that operated the window would make quite an annoying sound while you're trying to operate it.
There have been 13 recalls related to the Liberty, many of them the same that had been around
for the previous year. Airbag deployment issues, post-collision fire hazards, and so on.
Unsurprisingly, the model year for the Jeep Liberty featured a lot of the same suspension
problems that the previous years had. The issue with the windows continued on to this model
year as well. The model year had a recall that affected just over , vehicles relating to the rear
lower control arm. This is an addition to the continuing problem with the front lower ball joints,
meaning that the suspension has the potential to fail in both the front and the back of the
vehicle. The number of recalls were also issued relating to problems with the amber side
reflectors feeling to meet safety standards, which meant that you have the potential to have
lower visibility in failing light. In there were some serious issues with fuel systems. In particular
there was an issue that was prominent in several different Jeep models related to the gas tank
overflowing when you were filling it up. This was often chalked up to user error, but so many
drivers of Jeep specifically had the same problem even at different gas stations where the tank
would continue to fill until overflowing. The number of drivers experiencing gas that ended up
pouring out of the side of the tag and even splashing onto themselves which was a clear safety
risk. Suspension issues and issues with the windows also continue to be a problem for this
model year. We're here at a jury appears to determine which shop. It seems like the model year
was the worst one for the Jeep Liberty. There were numerous complaints relating to issues with
the windows. The window regulator broke routinely, and that led to a number of drivers
experiencing the window simply falling open. The NHTSA logged hundreds of complaints
related to the same issue, including at least one that led to a crash. The problem was that this
would happen quite unexpectedly, and it would be extremely loud when the window simply fell
inside the door panel and smashed. The same fuel problem for the previous year was an issue
with as well. Drivers were experienced filling the gas tank to the point that it overflows without
warning. There were 10 recalls issues that affected the year. Again, the lower control arm
fractures in the we are impact fire damage were covered as well as the lower ball joints. There
was another recall that affected just under , Vehicles related to overheating ventilators and AC
blower motors. Based on the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety crash testing, the Jeep
Liberty was also poorly rated, in particular is it related to rear crash test results. The Jeep
Liberty fared a little bit better in than it did in in terms of problems reported by drivers.

Unfortunately, the window issue was still a big spot that affected many drivers and the issue
with the gas tank overflowing still had not gone away. There were a few other issues overall
with this model year though. Many of the same recalls that had affected previous years were
still in place for this one. Even though there were still issues with the gas tank overflowing and
problems with the windows for the Liberty model year, one of the biggest recurring issues for
this year was a faulty TIPM. The TIPM is what Chrysler called the total integrated power module,
a kind of electronic brain for many years of their vehicle models for a number of years.
Unfortunately, the TIPM was riddled with issues no matter what model they were put in and
routinely malfunctioned. When a TIPM went bad it could roll down your windows and start
blasting the radio even when you weren't in the car. Recalls for the Jeep Liberty year were
finally different, at least, than previous years. This was likely because this was the first year for
the second generation of Jeep Libertys, so many of the prior systems were no longer in place.
That said, there was a recall affecting just over 62, models related to a drive shaft failure that
could have caused airbag deployment. All things being equal, the model year was not a
particularly bad one for the Jeep Liberty. There were still some issues with the fuel systems,
and some drivers had problems with the TIPM issues and their Electronics, but they were not
too bad overall. There was only one recall issued that affected the Jeep Liberty and it's a
remarkably limited one. In fact, only 44 vehicles were affected by an issue relating to
aftermarket suspension systems. The crash tests were better for the model, they were still poor
overall when it came to rear crash test ratings and the side rating was not good either. The
problem with TIPM not working properly was still prevalent in , and these actually affected
nearly every Jeep model around the same time. These components were a massive failure for a
number of years. The issue with fuel spilling from the tank when it overflowed was also on
going. There are only two recalls that affected the Jeep Liberty, and both affected only around
20, vehicles. One related to a potential failure in the brakes because of a brake booster input
Ron, and the other related to a hydraulic control unit that could lead to a loss of brake fluid. In
they were still issues with the TIPM unfortunately, and with the fuel tank overflowing. There are
also some scattered reports of engine failure , but these were lower numbers overall. They were
bigger issues with recalls for this model year however including two fairly significant ones. The
first related to active headrest not deploying during a crash. This affected just over , vehicles.
The other was related to that and dealt with head restraints not deploying properly and this
affected over , vehicles. On the upside, the crash test ratings had improved substantially for this
year. They were still not great, but the rear rating had improved from a poor to an acceptable,
which is pretty good overall. This was the final production year for the Jeep Liberty, and it was
still plagued with a number of problems. The TIPM was an utter failure, and there were also
issues with airbag problems. Some drivers would have airbag lights that would come on for no
reason, and others had a more serious issue of the airbag simply not deploying during
accidents. There were four recalls that affected the model year. The active headrest not
deploying was a problem still for this year, affecting several hundred thousand vehicles overall.
There were a lot of problems over the year run of the Jeep Liberty that can't be overlooked.
Some of the problems led to serious accidents and in a few cases, people even died as a result
of these problems. For that reason, you should definitely avoid the model years that we
mentioned that had severe issues. They were a few model years that were better overall, but
with the amount of problems that the TIPM modules had for every Chrysler vehicle, the second
generation is really a gamble if you're looking in that direction. Crash test ratings were never
that great for Jeep Libertys either, and that's potentially part of the reason why Jeep ended up
scrapping this model completely and went to the Jeep Cherokee instead. If you can get a good
deal on a Jeep Liberty, and you can get it checked by a trusted mechanic ahead of time to make
sure it's going to be at least somewhat reliable vehicle, then it may be worth your while. But if
you have other options that are in the same price range, you do yourself a favour to consider
looking at another make and model if it's at all a possibility. Why Us? How it works What we do
Blog. All Rights Reserved. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also
check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Jeep Liberty based on all problems
reported for the Liberty. Defective window regulators. Everyone knows about them. Just type in
Jeep Liberty window regulator and see all the hits. The window regulators are bad on all Jeep
Libertys from I have sent information before but it seems no one cares until someone dies. I
have contacted the dealer, Chrysler, bbb, the state attorney general and several tv stations. I
have also told several federal government agencies including NHTSA but again no one cares
about the american citizen. The ones who pay the bills. When it fails the window slides down
without any warning so your car becomes unsafe and you are unable to lock it or secure the
car. The glass can slide down in the door or break in the door. Chrysler and the dealers love it.
You make money when you sell a car with a defect and then charge the person everytime the

defect fails. It is a win win for Chrysler and its dealers. The public is getting the shaft. Imagine
not going certain places because you are afraid your car is not safe to take there or not going
over night because of your car. How about I stop at a red light and a guys gets in my back seat
with a knife or a gun and kills me due to my broken window regulator. The window falls down
and the rain stains the seats another issue the seats stain even from water. Not to mention the
other issues I have had the belt tensior, the horn, the roof rack, the parking brake, the master
cylinder, window regulators, window regulators, the list goes on and on. I see there are over 60
complaints about it on your website so when can I expect something to be done. When will
there be a recall on window regulators on Jeep Liberty's? Not me. There is a known defect and
with tons of evidence so fix it. I was parked and preparing to leave work when my window
dropped down into the door. I see that a recall was done on this same issue for my vehicle, but
not my year. I have a and they are only covering this issue for forward. If it is an issue with this
model, than shouldn't the other years be covered as well?. Three out of four windows- loose
and disconnected from window assembly. One would think Chrysler would be concerned with
this safety issue with inferior parts and post recalls on defective window regulators and assist
their clients for repairs of these part in order to avoid a possible disastrous situation. The rear
passenger side window regulator broke due to wear of a plastic component. The rear driver side
window regulator had the same issue the previous year. Tl-the contact owns a Jeep Liberty. The
contact stated that while driving 35 mph, the rear driver and passenger side windows opened
independently. The failure recurred on several occasions. The vehicle was taken to the dealer
diagnosis where it was stated that the window motor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired and the manufacturer was notified. The approximate failure mileage was 80, The
passenger window regulator went out. The window just went down and doesn't go up. When I
push the button, for the window to go up it just makes a noise. The contact owns a Jeep Liberty.
The contact stated the rear driver's side window regulator recurringly failed. The contact took
the vehicle to the dealer to have the vehicle diagnosed where the dealer stated that the regulator
clip was fractured. The regulator clip was repaired however, the failure recurred. The
manufacture was made aware of the failure. The vehicle was not further repaired. The failure
mileage was 60, Power window has failed and allowed the glass to fall inside the door on three
different windows. This has happened on my gasoline Liberty on three occasions beginning in
and on my diesel Liberty, once in Jeep Liberty windows. The windows fell on their own without
hitting and bumps or pot holes while driving. The window motor hums but the windows will not
move up or down. This is a recurringroblem for Jeep and we ask the company to recall and
correct this matter. It should be taken care of by the company so they do not continue to lose
the confidence of their costumers. Rear, drivers side window falls down into door and cannot be
lifted using switch. The same window has been repaired twice already once in March 08 then
again March I have requested Jeep pay for repair again but do not yet know if they will.
Researching issues related to my Jeep Liberty 3. Repeated electronic issues with windows came across others with same issue. Exactly how many repairs has Jeep Chrysler done on Jeep
liberties. Just thought you should know. Read more My rear drivers side power window had
broken twice on my Jeep Liberty. It seems as if it comes off it's track and the window moves
freely in the frame. It falls down into the inner part of the door when I hit a bump. I have had this
repaired once before for a rather large fee. I have heard numerous complaints of the same
description from other drivers of Jeep Liberty's from all of the power windows. Something
needs to be done about this because it is not fair that I have to pay for bad engineering on the
part of Chrysler. Rear power window of my Jeep Liberty fell down while car was parked, leaving
the car open and unprotected. Called dealer, and he asked "is this your first time? Window
regulator on rear driver's side door failed. Regulator failure prevented the rear driver's side door
from opening and made the door inoperable as an exit. I have a Jeep Liberty. I have had all 4
window regulators fail and 2 of them fail twice. I don't understand why there has not been a
recall. I was just driving down the road one time and the rear window just fell down. I never ever
even use the rear windows! Will not go up and needs new regulator. After further research I see
this is a huge problem and should be recalled. We bought the car brand new and no one ever
rides in the back seat. Honestly, the rear windows have probably only been rolled down twice.
Left rear passenger window equipment failure. The window regulators continuously break. The
windows creep down and cannot be rolled back up. Often, the windows fall down into the door
causing a potential safety hazard for children or pets that could fall out of a moving vehicle.
There is also a considerable theft and safety opportunity as the window regulators break
without notice, allowing someone to reach into the vehicle. The left rear window regulator in my
vehicle has broken four times now it happens approximately every nine months , and the right
rear window has broken once. I have been told by the service repair technicians to expect the
problem to continue to occur, as the plastic part that is being replaced has not been changed in

design. This last time that the left rear window regulator broke, a thick metal cable lodged itself
into the latch in the door. The rear left door could not be opened. This is an obvious safety
hazard in the even of an accident as an emergency crew would not be able to get the door open,
nor could a passenger get out if need be. Rear driver window just fell into the door. Seems the
power window regulator broke and you must buy the entire unit not just the piece that broke. I
have researched this online and this is usual occurrence on this vehicle. There should be a
recall. Also Chrysler seems to drag their feet on recalls. I turned in my recall card over a year
ago on the ball joint recall and have yet to get a call to bring my Jeep Liberty in. This is
unacceptable especially since the ball joints are such an integral part of the suspension. I am
afraid of my safety whenever I get on the highway fearing these joints are going to give out.
Please help!!!. I had to have two window regulators repaired. Since then I have had to have all
the window regulators repaired some of them multiple times for a total of eight. Currently I have
2 more that need to be replaced. I had customer care at Chrysler discount the repair of two of
them through a complaint procedure at Jeep in July They refuse to help any more because of
the previous repair work provided. The right rear window regulator failed on my Jeep Liberty. It
cannot be rolled up or down. It will not stay rolled up and is a safety hazard as well as a theft
issue. Component: visibility:power window devices and controls details: the left rear window
regulator failed on my Jeep Liberty. It could not be rolled up or down. Safety hazard as well as a
theft issue. Never have back seat passengers and this window has not been used more then 5
times. Vehicle mileage less than 45, The power windows would fail intermittently. The rear and
front passenger's side windows were off track and falling into the door panel. Also, the front
and rear driver's side door handle had broken off completely. The vehicle was taken to her local
dealer where the window regulator and the door handles and panel were repaired under
extended warranty. On a later date, the front driver's side window would operate intermittently
and was slow to return to the closed position. Also, both the rear driver and passenger's side
windows were dropping back into the door panel. The vehicle was taken to a local service shop
where they advised the window regulator was faulty in design and referred her to her local
dealer. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where she was awaiting repairs. There were no
recalls on the vehicle. The failure mileage was under 36, and the current just under 59, Rear
door window regulator malfunctions Jan 19, and Aug. The contact stated that she has been
having issues with her windows rolling up and down. Her door handles have been falling off as
well. The contact stated they had taken the vehicle into the dealer for the problems to be
repaired but nothing had been repaired. The contact stated her grandchildren have to ride in
this vehicle and she does not feel as if it is safe. The general manager had not yet looked at the
vehicle but is stating that they will not repair the door handles because the contact has abused
the door handles. The failure mileage 40, and the current mileage was 59, The VIN was not
available. Window drops 3 inches and will not go up or down. Dealer says not covered. While
driving 25 mph, the front passenger side window suddenly dropped into the door. The same
failure occurred three weeks later with the rear driver's side window. The dealer stated that the
windows needed to be replaced, but the contact cannot afford the repairs. She has not taken the
vehicle back to the dealer and believes that a recall should be issued. The windows have not
been repaired. The failure mileage was less than 70, and current mileage was 94, The contact
stated the rear driver and passenger side power window malfunctioned. The contact heard a
strange sound while the window opened and closed. The contact also stated the window at
times would fall inside the door while the power was off. The contact took the vehicle to the
dealer for diagnostic testing. The test results confirmed a defective regulator. The dealer
replaced both regulators but the repair did not remedy the issue. The failure mileage was 32,
The contact stated that the passengers side rear windows and doors would not open. The
vehicle was taken to the dealer who stated that the window regulator was defective and needed
to be replaced. The manufacturer was not contacted. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure
mileage was 10, and the current mileage was 19, My back drivers side window keeps sliding
down. I was told it was the regulator. This is no longer covered under the warranty. I purchased
a Jeep Liberty in July , only 10 miles. I was excited as this was my first new vehicle. I heard
good things about Jeep however, over past two years I am very disappointed in Jeep. I have had
two recalls on my Jeep. Two months after I bought it, motor on the driver? On the freeway the
window just came all the way down by itself. I noticed that other customers had same problem.
Little over two years later, other window on the rear passenger side went. I was leaving work
late and where I work isn't best part of town. I came up to my Jeep and noticed the window was
all the way down! Called the dealership the next day at moore Chrysler Jeep peoria az told them
what happened. I asked the rep if they would need to order the part before I come in. She stated
and I quote,? We have plenty in stock. This is not a wear and tear type of problem. This is a
manufacturer defect and they know it is faulty product. This is common knowledge at

dealerships and they know that! I can? What if I had been parked at the mall? This faulty motor
needs to be recalled in all Jeeps! I hope that no one gets hurt by this faulty motor as a child
could easily go out the window! Bought Liberty new in On , left rear window regulator broke for
no reason. Other owners had same complaint, buy per Jeep, no recall. On , right front window
regulator broke and window dropped into door panel. Still no recall. Per service advisor Jeep
now using a different "fix"" and replaced regulator should not have same problem. On , left rear
window regulator previously replaced in broke again. Window had not even been used dozen
times since previously replaced. Filed complaint with Jeep. Also researched and saw many
Jeep owners having same repetitive problem. Was advised by Chrysler customer assistance
center that it was a vendor issue and no recall in effect. Car Problems. Power Window problem
1. Power Window problem 2. Power Window problem 3. Power Window problem 4. Power
Window problem 5. Power Window problem 6. Power Window problem 7. Power Window
problem 8. Power Window problem 9. Power Window problem Other Visibility related problems
of the Jeep Liberty. Power Window problems Wiper problems. Visibility problems. Window
Regulator Failed problems. Windshield problems. In late , Chrysler sent out this notice to Jeep
Liberty owners [1]. Here's an abridged copy:. This extended warranty coverage applies to Jeep
Liberty model years We are extending the warranty period for Window Lift Plate repairs because
some vehicles have experienced repeat concerns with window components If you are
experiencing the conditions as described in this warranty extension within 7 years from the
vehicle's in service date, simply contact your dealer to have the repairs performed. If you have
already experienced this window regulator concern and have paid to have it repaired, you may
be eligible to receive a reimbursement. They can be reached at This extended warranty
apparently doesn't apply to Jeep Liberty's with a build date before March 16, -- to find your
Liberty's build date, check the label on the driver's door edge. Either way it's still worth a call to
the dealership. So far we've heard only good things about people being able to be reimbursed
by Chrysler for their previous window repairs. We don't get to say this very often, but nice work,
Chrysler. Others don't trust the OEM repairs are good enough. There are some step-by-step
instructions out there on how to fix it yourself, but we'd advise against it unless you're
comfortable with vehicle repairs [2]. Willing to give it a try? I called chrysler and of course, they
wont do a damn thing. I've been replacing these things every year. Hundreds of dollars, cold
rides to work on the highway, and they do nothing. Never buy a jeep!! Crysler picked up the
parts but charged for the labor. Broke again two years later. Letter posted to the LostJeeps. We
are not mechanics, so we can't offer advice on how to fix the problem or assume any
responsibility if you run into issues. We can, however, point you in the direction of some online
step-by-step tools. Just use caution. This is not an easy fix. This problem has been reported by
owners of the following generations. While there's no guarantee it affects all the listed model
years, most years within a generation share the same parts, manufacturing processes, and
problems. This was the 3rd or 4th window that I had to fix. So aggravating!! Why can't this
problem be corrected?? My car guy said that the replacement parts were so poorly made that it
will just keep breaking. And for me to be prepared to have them tear up again. I just think the
auto company should replace the defective part that was put onto the car. I don't like being told
that I live in the wrong state or my Jeep was built in the wrong month, the part is defective and it
doesn't matter what year it was made or what state I live in , right is right. Rolled down the rear,
passenger window to allow my kids to get some fresh air while waiting in the Jeep. When I tried
to roll the windows back up, a strange clicking noise occurred and the window would not go up.
When I tried to manually push the window up it almost dropped completely into the door , but I
caught it in time. Maybe you've experienced this problem. Maybe you're concerned you will
soon. Whatever the reason, here's a handful of things you can do to make sure it gets the
attention it deserves. Major class action law firms use this data when researching cases. Their
focus is on safety-related issues. Problems Window Regulator Failure. Here's an abridged copy:
"This letter is to inform you that the warranty period has been extended for Window Lift Plate
repairs on your Chrysler Group LLC Jeep Liberty to 7 years from the vehicle's original in service
date with no mileage limitation. Chrysler is taking this action to demonstrate its commitment to
your continued satisfaction. OK, Now What? File Your Complaint CarComplaints. Today I will
also address the issue of the absolute worst power window regulator ever designed. The Jeep
Liberty. More money is made from the maintenance and repair of the vehicles than the sale see
my blog regarding Planned Obsolescence BUTâ€¦. The window regulators made beforeâ€¦. We
are doing new cars.. Ok, so your Liberty just made a snapping, grinding noise, or crunching
sound? The window no longer works, the glass wants to fall down into the door and or you can
move the glass up and down by hand and some of you may have seen a snake like piece come
popping out the top of the door panel? If so, then we just established that your power window
regulator IS broken. For example the square body Jeep Cherokee has the same style window

regulator but the metal plate on the regulator that supports the weight of the glass is ALL metal,
unlike the Liberty where the metal plates most stressed area is plastic. We have never needed to
repair a Cherokee regulator only the motors as they were designed not to breakâ€¦easy peasy
BUT where is the money in that they realised? Hense, the Planned Obsolescence.. Sadly, they
went to far with the Liberty and this should be a recall. They break over and over again. Buy a
new one and its just gonna break again, right away. I will briefly mention the Window Motors. On
many cars and trucks the Window motors are also a problem for the owner. Yet to this day even
though we have repaired hundreds of Liberty Window Regulators, we have never needed to
replace a Jeep Liberty Window Motor. They just are not a problem. Funny how they can and do
choose to design some cars with parts that are qualityâ€¦. Now to the promise. How to stop this
from happening and fix this Window Regulator issue once and for all. We have a solution to the
problem and provide a lifetime warranty on the regulator. We provide this part and service at a
fraction of the cost anyone one else can provide. Aftermarket is cheaper on the budget and
breaks even quicker but we can provide you with a part that will last the lifetime of the car for
less than you would pay for the part. Once we realized that we could provide a lifetime warranty
because once we fix them they never call us for the same window again. We know this because
our customers keep our number. NOW for do it yourselfers, I will point you to a wonderful site
and solution with directions and all. We personally do not need to buy this product to repair
your Liberty but for those of you who are handy, this is a wonderful fix and product for the
public that if done right will give you a regulator that will last the life of the car. Its about For us
there are no restrictions and for a few dollars more we do the entire thing. If it is a Liberty you
get a lifetime warranty. There is no extra charge for us coming to you and because our office is
our work van we save a bundle on overhead and pass the saving on to you. All other makes and
models come with the standard 1 year writtem warranty. So, unless you are super handy and or
have several hours if not days to be frustrated, do not try this at home. For those who are see
below and for those who are not call me. The power windows in the Jeep Liberty are notorious
for breaking in this manner. The problem is the design of the mechanism used to move the
window. The Liberty uses a plastic window bracket that rides inside of a metal track in the door.
As you use the window, the part of the plastic bracket that rides inside the metal guide rail
tends to wear away until it becomes too thin to support the weight of the window, at which point
it snaps and down comes the glass! I know people who have had brand new window regulators
installed and despite never using the window, the regulator broke anyway. There are many
people out there who need to use both hands to count the number of regulators that have failed
in their Liberty! To add insult to injury, the only option provided by Jeep to fix the problem is to
replace the entire window regulator â€” guide rail, bracket, motor and everything,most of which
are perfectly functional! The problem is a broken piece of plastic and the solution is to spend
hundreds of dollars to replace the entire regulator? There is something very wrong with this
picture. I am far too cheap to spend that kind of money to replace a mechanism which still has
the vast majority of its parts in perfect working order. In my opinion, a better solution would be
to simply replace the part that is actually broken, and that is exactly what this repair kit allows
you to do. The main component of the kit is a window bracket that replaces the broken plastic
one. It is constructed of steel and has a powdercoat finish, with nylon inserts for the wear
surfaces. The stock spiral cable inside the regulator attaches to this bracket in exactly the same
manner as the stock bracket. In order to install it, the regulator assembly is removed from the
vehicle and dissassembled. The broken plastic bracket is discarded and the metal bracket
included with this kit slides onto the regulator. The install requires only normal hand tools, with
the most difficult part of the procedure probably being the removal of a small rivet on the
regulator. All of the hardware that you will need is included, and I also include a Torx tool. Some
of the fasteners on the regulator use a T Torx head which is not as common as the ubiquitous
flat, Phillips or hex head. Although Torx bits and screwdrivers are readily available, supplying
the tool in the kit may save you from having to make a trip to the hardware store in the middle of
your project. Also included is a four page, step-by-step installation guide with full color photos.
For more detailed installation information, please refer to the installation instructions. They are
provided in the kit and are also available on-line in Adobe PDF format. Each kit is warranted to
the original purchaser to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for as long as you
own the kit. I am very careful during the manufacturing process and quality control inspection
to weed out anything that could potentially cause a problem down the road. However, as is the
case with any mechanical item, there is always a chance for failure no matter how controlled the
manufacturing process may be. As such, should this repair kit break or prove unsatisfactory to
you, please contact me and I will be happy to replace it or refund your purchase price. In the
event of a warranty claim, you will be responsible for the postage cost to mail the kit back to
me, but I will cover the cost of shipping the replacement to you. This repair kit fits the Jeep

Liberty,and it will also work on a Liberty as long as it was built prior to March 16, If you have a
Liberty, you will need to know its build date in order to tell if this kit will work for you. This kit is
designed for the rear doors only â€” it will not work on the front doors. A kit which repairs the
front doors is also available. This kit is not ambidextrous â€” there is a separate kit for the left
and right windows. Part number SP is for the right rear door and part number SP is for the left
rear door. This kit was designed to repair the power window regulator. Manual windows were
available in the Liberty, but this kit will not work on a manual window regulator. Which door is
right and which is left? If you are having difficulty determining whether you need the left front or
right front kit, the easiest way to think of it is to picture yourself sitting in the front seat of the
vehicle. The door to your left needs the left front kit and the door to your right needs the right
front kit. I have a Jeep Liberty. It had 66, miles on it when the back passenger window broke
Then 3, miles more 69, and out went the rear passenger window went. The first one was covered
by 1 week. I sure lucked out. But the second one cost me I really thought they were playing a
joke on me. I am now holding my breath fearing when the next two windows go out. The back
hatch window went out some time ago but told me they were not aware of any recalls on the
rear window. With summer soon to be here, I will be using my air,and pray it holds up. Really
discouraged. Be sure to call me before doing that again, I can surely help you find a qualified
person to help in the future at a fraction of the cost. Use the straw that comes with it, put down
window and spray in the grooves the glass slides up into. Its not a miracle but it will extend the
life of your parts. The window regulators are designed to lift and lower, any amount of pulling
such as detachment of rubber having a melted to the glass is what compromises the plastic
inside. I ordered the part and now must find somebody to install it. Not sure if it is a body shop
or auto repair location. I would check to see if your area offers people who specialize in power
window repair. If so, you could expect to pay 75 dollars for an install only. Otherwise, most auto
repair shops will do this for you however, they will charge you by the book and the amount of
hours it says it takes. Someone in our business who only specialize in Windows would just
charge you for the job. Your cheapest route would be a power window repair specialist your
second route should be a local auto mechanic. Even though the parts are quite inferior to other
types of cars, the install is not difficult at all as compared to an Audi a6 for example. Thanks for
the inquiry. Good luck! You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenti
2004 suzuki verona radio codes
2005 ford f150 firing order diagram
chevy drift
ng using your Google account. You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are
commenting using your Facebook account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of
new posts via email. Home About. Powerwindowwizard's Blog Just another WordPress. Stay
updated via RSS. My Solution I am far too cheap to spend that kind of money to replace a
mechanism which still has the vast majority of its parts in perfect working order. Applications
This repair kit fits the Jeep Liberty,and it will also work on a Liberty as long as it was built prior
to March 16, Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like Loading April 8, at am. May 21, at pm.
Tony Loftis says:. May 14, at am. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your comment here Fill in
your details below or click an icon to log in:. Email required Address never made public. Name
required. Blog at WordPress. By continuing to use this website, you agree to their use. To find
out more, including how to control cookies, see here: Cookie Policy.

